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Flame Protector
Soldering Heat Shield
non-asbestos

Soldering Heat Shield is a 9” x 12” woven fiberglass heat shield that provides high heat resistance and protects work areas.

   Item U.P.C. Case Carton Wt.
  Product Number Number Pack (Lbs.)

 non-asbestos heat shield in hanging plastic bag 097050 078864 970500 5 2
 in display pack  097050-D 078864 970500 5 2

Abrasive Pads and Sandcloth
Waterproof Abrasive Pads
reusable, maroon

Use Waterproof Abrasive Pads to remove oxidation, rust and scale from metal surfaces prior to painting; to clean pipe threads for 
application of thread compounds; to polish copper tubing; to rough up plastic pipe before cementing or to clean tools. Each pad 
measures 4” x 6-1/4” x 1/4”.

 5 pads in plastic bag 095002 078864 950021 10 bags 2

E-Z Clean Abrasive Sandcloth
aluminum oxide, water resistant, 120 grit

E-Z Clean Abrasive Sandcloth is a flexible yet strong cotton fabric combined with a tough, hard aluminum oxide abrasive—120 grit 
to provide faster cleaning. Two layers of a special adhesive and water resistant resin make a plumber’s roll that provides consistently 
stronger solder joints.

 1-1/2” x 2 yards in hang tab box 095005 078864 950052 12 2
 in display pack  095005-D 078864 950052 12 2 

 1-1/2” x 10 yards in box 095105 078864 951059 24 14 
 in corrugated display 095105-D 078864 951059 24 14

 1-1/2” x 25 yards in box 095205 078864 952056 12 16

Wet-Cut Abrasive Sandcloth
100% waterproof, 120 grit

Wet-Cut Abrasive Sandcloth is ideal for deburring, cleaning and polishing plumbing parts exposed to water. This plumber’s roll 
features an epoxy acrylic bonding system with special backing that is 100% impervious to deterioration caused by water, cutting 
oils, grease and chemicals. 

 1-1/2” x 10 yards in box 095405 078864 954050 24 13

 1-1/2” x 25 yards in box 095505 078864 955057 12 15




